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About This Game

Space Wars is an exciting high action 2D space shooter developed in the Unity 3D engine. It is exciting in the classical sense
with power-ups, high-scores, scrolling backgrounds, and tons of enemy ships. Features include homing missiles, bubble shields,
laser beams, and many more. It is an exciting game that is challenging but also fair. It is your job to restore peace and prosperity
to galaxy X and defeat the Tyrannical Empire. Only the true heroes will prevail from this bullet hell!!!!! Instructions to play: F

key to fire weapons and arrow keys to move ship. Enjoy!!!!!
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First to Black Flag itself, its a nice game if you like the pirate setting, the story itself is OK. Kenway has its good and bad sides
but at all the story is way to short and you need to grind alot, i liked it but normaly i dislike grinding stuff and want just a great
story. The story start good becomes better and then...its going down for the most to the end, all the feel you had from start is
gone and then its over....without grinding you could end the game withing 6-12 hours but you cant you need better ship gear so
you can battle the other ships in the story mission. Would i recomend it? Yeah its technicly AC1+2+3+ships.

Now to Aveline, whats wrong with you ubisoft guys? Wasting this girl on another nonsense part of the game. 40 Minutes of non
saying story...yeah the ps vita port was OK and you wasted her there alot but here? TELL her story in a full game she is such a
nice character i would love to play the full game with her.

Then a warning. Freedom Cry dosnt work well as season pass extra, buy the standalone or you will miss video and sound files.
like fighting sounds....and some videos. So remember BUY the standalone if you want to play Freedom Cry.. GOOD DANGIT
HOLY NATURE , i got sume real fat grizzly bears here , iiiiiiiiiiiihooooooooo LIVE ACTION IHAAAAA!. In the end, despite
the inkling that the designers had a couple of good ideas rattling around in there somewhere, Winter Voices simply fails to be
much fun. Perhaps later iterations in the series will polish the AI, make combat more exciting, and fix the writing… but we
doubt it.. deep memory......but its refunded. + Fantastic writing
+ Atmospheric
+ Philosophical without taking itself too seriously
+ Learn lots of weird, morbid trivia!

- None of the endings are all that satisfying

* No music, just ambient noises
* Due to stylistic preference or limited resources, character avatars repeat

Have you ever wanted to discuss mellification with a soldier? Walk into a furnace and absorb the power of the heretical books
that were burned there? Trick cabbages into revealing they aren't people, and give them a good kick for pretending?

If your answer is "No, but now I'm intrigued," then Ossuary might be the game for you.

Ossuary is mostly about talking to people, which is good, because the things they say are actually interesting for once. You'll
spend most of your time collecting sins that you can then use on NPCs to change their mood. Many of the puzzles involve
figuring out which sin you need to use where, such as applying "sloth" to a sleepy guard so you can sneak by them, or "lust" to a
grad student who needs to renew their passion for aquarium algae so they can finish their thesis. The puzzles are fairly
straightforward, and given that every single character has a unique bit of dialogue in response to every single sin, you won't go
through any of the usual boredom when using trial-and-error to figure out what to do next. Another nice quality of life feature is
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that characters you need to speak to in order to progress glow gold, but half the fun is going through every possible dialogue
option before you move on.

The writing itself is beautiful and odd, if occasionally on the nose. Sometimes the people you speak to will talk about
themselves, sometimes they'll share philosophical musings, sometimes they'll tell you stories. Speak to a random guard who in
any other game would just say "This area is off limits!", and instead he'll tell you that they used to dispose of old razor blades by
pushing them through a slot in bathroom walls. "A million knives lie in wait in the walls of a thousand homes," he muses. One
soldier from a lineup of 15 other completley identical soldiers will share the stories of various famous last words, while another
will dwell on Fermat's Last Theorem. Despite their visual similarities, every NPC is wonderfully distinct.

My only real complaint is that the endings don't give much in the way of emotional closure. They're all nearly identical, with the
screen fading out and a single quote shown to you before you're returned to the main menu. The true ending, or what feels like
the true ending, is the best of them, so I'd recommend putting in the effort to reach it. In any case, this game is more about the
journey than the destination, so it's not that big of a detriment to the overall experience.

TL;DR: If you're the kind of person who'll happily sink time into exploring weird game settings and don't mind reading a lot,
Ossuary's macabre underworld is well worth a visit.
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Perfect additions to the Game. I mean. 'Nuff said. Hail Crom! (Not that he cares!). Best game 9/11. i only received aurom 6000,
did not get the rest of the item- any gm\/person incharge pls look into it. this is a great adon. Not as good as Motorstorm but
almost so best off-road racing game for PC yet and really fun to play, wish there did come more of them. Small + short game
but throws a few unexpected things at you. It's nice to play something a little weird.. No matter how hard I tried, all my attempts
to romance other characters, even the girl with essentialy the exact same personality as me, failed (why don't you like me,
Stoic????).

real life\/10. Here's the thing about this game: It's fun, but it feels kind of under-realized. There's a lot of potential here with fun
characters and interactions and gameplay, but there isn't enough variety in the missions themselves to really grab most players. I
personally loved playing through this game, and I hope against hope that it gets a sequel. Iron out the problems, really refine the
missions, and you'd have a really great game. Its premise and presentation are tremendous, and deserve a second chance.. would
highley recomend to all the kids put there if theyre looking for some way to have a visually moving background. No reviews
yet?! Alright! Let me blow your mind with mine.

I don't fly in and out of this airport often. I bought it because I'm basically getting rid of most default FSX airports and adding
the add ons for a more realistic touch while simming.
Graphics wise, I don't really see a drop in it, even while runnning payware things like the Majestic Dash8, REX textures, or the
Feelthere Embraer Jets (Which you can also get on steam now.)
On the ground the airport looks nice as well. Approaching it is pretty with the mountain\/volcano\/oneofEarth'sbon3rs to the
side of the airport.

Is it worth what it's being sold for? Ehhhhh. Mostly yes. I say it would be nicer cheaper for most add ons but this one for sure.
It's very nice, worth getting if you are willing to spend the money on it but not worth as much as it costs...so get it on sale if you
want to fly in and out of it every now and then.
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